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The NH2 radical, first observed by Herzberg and Ramsay,
a is dominated by a strong Renner-Teller effectb giving rise
to two electronic states: a bent ~X 2B1 ground state and a quasi-linear ~A 2A1 excited state. The NH2 radical has been
the subject of numerous high-resolution investigations and its rotational, vibrational, and electronic transitionsc have been
measured. In the most recent investigation,c a value of the rotational quantum number N as large as 26 could be reached
and the line position analysis revealed that, even in the ~X 2B1 ground electronic state, an anomalous centrifugal distortion
occurs and originates from the strong coupling between the overall rotation and the bending 2 mode, as in the case of the
water molecule.d
Two theoretical approaches accounting for the Renner-Teller effect are setup to compute the rovibronic energy levels
of NH2. The first one is an effective approach in which the large amplitude bending mode and the overall rotation are
treated simultaneously.e The second one is an exact approach, based on a tridimensional potential energy surface, in which
all three vibrational modes are considered in addition to the overall rotation.f
In the talk, both approaches will be tested fitting experimental high-resolution data pertaining to the NH2 radical. The
first approach will be applied to data involving the ground and (010) vibrational states. The second approach should allow
us to treat any vibrational states and to adjust the tridimensional potential energy surface of the radical.g
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